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he Santa Monica sunshine beckons the film 

fraternity once again! The beautiful beach city Tof Santa Monica, California will host the 

American Film Market 2013 from 6th Nov to 13th 

Nov, 2013.

Hollywood has been, and will be the trend setting 

influence to global cinema. From the classics of yester 

years to the modern Sci-Fi editions, it was Hollywood 

that set the tune. In our AFM special edition of All 

lights, I have highlighted this aspect. The change 

brought about by the Sci-Fi films in global cinema, the 

portrayal of women in Hollywood cinema that could 

set the global trends, are discussed in particular.

Founded in 1981, the American Film Market is the 

premier global market place for motion picture 

industry. The business of independent motion picture 

production and distribution reaches its peak at the 

AFM, where over 8000 industry professionals from 

over one thousand production companies and four 

hundred distribution houses, from more than seventy 

countries converge to carryout business. The sheer 

magnitude of the deals made make AFM the most 

important industry event.

During the eight day festival, the participants can view 

more than seven hundred screenings of approximately 

four hundred films, with 28 new films every two 

hours, the majority of them being world or US 

premiers. The films range from big budget 

blockbusters to low budget art and genre films 

recognized at international film festivals.

The film industry's largest conference series is a 

significant feature of AFM. The conference, scheduled 

from 8th Nov to 12th Nov, covers a wide range of 

areas including finance, pitching, production, 

Hollywood- 
The Heart of Global Cinema

marketing and distribution. The event provides a 

valuable opportunity for the participants to listen to 

intimate, interactive and informative discussions by 

film luminaries.

AFM producers forum is another special feature of the 

festival. The forum is specially designed for 

experienced producers with educative sessions, great 

networking opportunities and private hosted 

receptions.

AFM's online community provides an opportunity to 

connect with AFM participants and the industry, for 

those who cannot make it to AFM this year.

With the steady increase of film production 

worldwide, American Film Market continues to be the 

pivotal destination for independent film makers, 

business people and the film fraternity all over the 

world.

This issue of All lights carries an article on the 

upcoming international film 'Kamasutra 3D' as the 

cover story, about the trend setting Sci-Fi films from 

Hollywood, a feature on characterization of women in 

films, an interface with a perfectionist film maker -

Suchitra, a special feature on a global name in sports 

medicine & entertainment industry - Dr.George John, 

apart from other relevant items.

The significance of AFM is that the spirit of marketing 

cinema is at its peak here. Business is important for 

cinema as an industry to survive. We dedicate this 

issue of All lights to AFM 2013, and to the spirit of 

cinema it stands for.

Lakshmy Ravindran
Editor

Editorial
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BACK TO 

AFM
rom November 6th to November 13th 2013, 

all the eyes of the global film world will focus Fits attention on Santa Monica, California as 

the American Film Market kick-starts in its unique 

style and glory. The festival is organised by 

Independent Film and Television Alliance (IFTA) and 

American Film Mart (AFM), and it is one of the must 

attend industry event in the film world. The festival 

was initially started in the year 1981, and since then 

AFM holds a special place in the International Film 

Calendar. More than 8000 industry professionals will 

visit Santa Monica during the festival, and the mart 

will witness umpteen numbers of production and 
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distribution deals getting signed up each and every 

year.

American Film Market is now a premier market place 

where important personalities, decision makers and 

trendsetters in the Hollywood gather under one roof. 

The festival is getting bigger and mightier each year, 

and is spreading its unquestionable influence all over 

the world. AFM 2012 marked an increase in buyers of 

6% to 1616 versus 1523 a year ago, and the buying 

companies marked an increase of 5% with 35 more 

companies participating in the mart. The overall 

attendance was reduced and it was 7749 when 

compared to 7988 in 2011. 753 buying companies 

from more than 60 countries were present in 2012, 

and this year, the organizers expect the participation 

of more than 70 countries. Countries with largest 

increase in buying companies are Korea (+26%) and 

Japan (+23%). Regions with more buyers in the 

market are Asia (+14%) and Latin America (17%).

The 2012 AFM witnessed the screenings of 442 films, 

82 world premiers and 327 Market Premiers. The 

films comprised of productions from more than 30 

countries and there were more than 650 screenings.

The mart will witness the screenings of more than 400 

films, and majority of them will be from Hollywood 

and World Premiers. The list of films selected for 

screenings include both big budget blockbusters and 

low budget ventures which are of impeccable quality. 

More than 8000 attendees are expected this year, and 

the total number of screenings will cross 700. All 

these peculiarities make AFM the hottest destination 

for independent filmmakers and business tycoons all 

over the world.

AFM conference series is one of the main highlights of 

the film mart. The series will give the attendees 

tremendous knowledge, insight and direct access to 

global film luminaries who are assembled under one 

roof for the mart, and you will not find them all 

anywhere else. The conference series in 2013 will be 

conducted from November 8th Friday - November 

12th Tuesday, and the timings are from 09.15 AM -

12.45 PM. Wide range of arenas will be covered in the 

conferences which include, Finance, Pitching, 

Production, Marketing and Distribution. Akin Gump 

Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP is the presenting sponsor 

of the AFM Conference series.

AFM producers program is an avant-garde session to 

be introduced in the 2013 film mart. The program is 

exclusively dedicated to experienced producers all 

around the world, and it will give the participants the 

chance to learn and network at the AFM. The 

participation in this program is limited to 350 

producers, and there is no additional cost for 

participation.

AFM  is undoubtedly the most busy market place 

where umpteen numbers of deals worth billions are 

signed in just eight days. The glamour quotient of the 

festival is increasing in each and every year as it is the 

only place where the trendsetters of Hollywood 

converge under one roof. The interaction with 

enigmatic figures in the conference series is 

invaluable, and it will provide unique insight and 

knowledge about the global film circle.

Spotlight
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n instinct or a desire for definition is an 

inherent part of a living being. Every one of Athem, born with an ability to breathe is 

sustained by a desire to mate. This is clearly visible 

from the phase of adolescence among the living 

beings, who have always been craving monsters of 

sexual tensions. An unconditional curiosity to know 

more about one's own physical changes and the same 

in its opposite sex have always been a vicious instinct 

that perpetuates a physical tension in all beings. This 

is prevalent from the prehistoric era which can be 

exemplified with relevance to Abrahamic religion's 

creation, 'Adam and Eve', who were destined to be 

aroused sexually and multiply. Later on, the Sanskrit 

Purana's and Upanishads also briefed about the right 

form of sexual behavior as Kama sutra, which means 

a treatise on the art of love and sexual technique.

Later phases of evolution in mankind witnessed a lot 

of changes in their sexual behavior.  This was due to 

the influences from different cultures, communities, 

and territorial distinctions. Some promoting it, some 

-A SULTRIC 
VENTURE FOR 

ENTERTAINMENT

considering it to be a shameful act, some quiet 

resentful but still longing and some researching on it 

to see how far one can go to withstand the extremity of 

sexual compulsion and congress. But still all these 

factors were never a hindrance for sex in a living 

being. It was often adjudicated as an innate animal 

instinct that every one of us is born with.

By the end of 19th century, sex was no longer defined 

by any barrier as it faced in the earlier stages of 

human evolution. This period of time was an absolute 

victim of sexual orientations, education and 

expression of one's feelings, as the technology was 

high on rise and demand for sex as a business and 

pleasure was on upstream. Even though pornography 

took its mark form the 16th century, in the form of 

novels, pre historic paintings and sculptures, the 

industry was popularized by its diversions only in the 

late 18th century, when the French released the first 

pornographic movie and since then it took a toll on 

people by the devious acts of sexual exploitations in 

the form of entertainment. This lead to a high on rise 

Cover Story
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in the business but also made people feel as if sex was 

a tool to gratify their savage erotic whims and fancies 

on someone rather than being a patron to promote the 

actual art of love making to your partner in life or in 

love, through the course of their mortal existence.

But with the rise of sexually transmitted diseases and 

other mental conditions resulted out of the same, the 

industry  diversified itself to use the technology 

mediums to educate people through tutorials, audios 

and videos. This is when the essentials of erotic 

pleasures with a set of rules to differentiate us from 

the animals were put up in the form of sex and 

education. 

Considering the recent decades growth and demand 

for porn, the movie ventures where highly committed 

in investing this industry with the best of technical 

advancements to give its audience the ultimate mode 

of pleasure it could possibly offer. The movie industry 

was advancing in terms of technology and mobility, in 

the form of VCR, VCD's, DVD'S, Internet and satellite 

transmissions. This widely diversified the industry in 

terms of visual quality like HD and an abundant 

demand for movies in 3D. One such wonder in this 

category of movies was the Chinese porn film 'Zen and 

Sex' shot in 3D, which was released in 2011. This 

movie revolves around the character Wei Yangsheng 

who believes in the shortness of life and was blinded 

by the pleasures of sex. The story exhibits the power 

of love over sex, which was later realized by the 

protagonist who initially married Tie Fie (the daughter 

of a Taoist priest) and was disappointed by her lack of 

interest in affection and deep engrossment in sex. 

The movie is speculated to have grossed more than 

the award winning  film 'Avatar' released in the same 

year. Inspired by the same and considering this as an 

opportune point for a widely revised version of Kama 

sutra, the modern artistic director, Rupesh Paul 

announced his upcoming directorial venture 

'Kamasutra 3D' at 66th Cannes International Film 

Festival 2012. Movie is cast with the renowned 

celebrity Sherlyn Chopra, playing a vital part as the 

'Aphrodite', the Greek goddess of love, beauty, 

pleasure and procreation. Her photo shoot promotion 

for the movie was very well received among the 

audience. Set in the backdrop of an ancient history, 

'Kamasutra 3D' is about the journey of a beautiful 

Indian Princess, who sets sail in the search of her 

lover. In her voyage, she undergoes through the 

A shot from the movie ‘Kamasutra3D’

The movie is speculated to 

have grossed more than the 

award winning  film 'Avatar' 

released in the same year. 

Inspired by the same and 

considering this as an 

opportune point for a widely 

revised version of Kama sutra, 

the modern artistic director, 

Rupesh Paul announced his 

upcoming directorial venture 

'Kamasutra 3D' at 66'th Cannes 

International Film Festival 

2012. Movie is cast with the 

renowned celebrity Sherlyn 

Chopra, playing a vital part as 

the 'Aphrodite', the Greek 

goddess of love, beauty, 

pleasure and procreation. Her 

photo shoot promotion for the 

movie was very well received 

among the audience. Set in the 

backdrop of an ancient history, 

'Kamasutra 3D' is about the 

journey of a beautiful Indian 

Princess, who sets sail in the 

search of her lover. In her 

voyage, she undergoes through 

the transformations in her 

body, mind and soul with the 

disguised partner who takes 

her by the forbidden world of 

sexual love and sensuality. 

This OSCAR bidding project 

is slated for a world wide 

release in 2014.
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transformations in her body, mind and soul with the 

disguised partner who takes her by the forbidden 

world of sexual love and sensuality. 

The globally acclaimed filmmaker and director Sohan 

Roy is the Project Designer and Co-producer of the 

movie. World famous Sports Surgeon, the CEO & 

Brand Ambassador of GJ Entertainment, Dr. George 

John is the Executive Producer of the movie 

'Kamasutra 3D'. The GJ Brand as 

the Producer will take 'Kamasutra 

3D' to new heights across the world 

especially in African countries as the 

GJ Cup Football, Cricket and Rugby 

are about to take off in Africa. As the 

personal doctor of Tom cruise in 

Mission Impossible and for several 

other world famous celebrities like 

Roger Federer, Wayne Roonie, David 

Beckham, Ben Gollings etc, 

Dr.George John himself as the 

Brand Ambassador will surely add 

flavor to it. The movie is slated for a 

world wide release under the banner 

of RPPL in 2014. 

The genre of erotic entertainments in movies, depicting 

the intimate and nude liaisons of humans are now 

widely revised and compromised on grounds of 

talents, contents, cast, production houses and 

technologies. This has given rise to a new generation 

of sex education in entertainment that tends to strike 

a chord of balance between sex and sins in the minds 

of people. This is expected to bring in truce, love, 

passion and controlled human anxiety among their 

life partners to experiment, survive and be enthralled 

sexually, spiritually and mentally all over their course 

of life. This may help people in attaining what was 

once stated in Buddhism as a complete state of 

Nirvana.

Director Rupesh Paul with the 
Actress Sherylene Chopra
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''3D technology has been skillfully 

and imaginatively employed in the 

movie, along with high tech 

editing to elevate the viewer into a 

rare kind of viewing sensation. 

This technology driven visual treat 

could create newer benchmarks in 

world cinema. Iam happy to be 
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The Veritable 
Fashion Icon

rom a doomed suitor, Jack Dawson in Titanic 

to Woodrow of the White House in The Wolf of 

Wall Street, Leonardo DiCaprio has portrayed F
a myriad of diverse roles in his showbiz career. From 

a pretty humble beginning in the 1990s, he 

demonstrated a high level of dramatic versatility to 

become a worldwide phenomena. His good looks, 

edgy and unconventional roles made him a 

generation's definition of a heartthrob. While most 

actors dream to become a Hollywood Icon, DiCaprio 

is one among those who distance themselves from 

their Megastar image to keep it real.

Born on November 11, 1974 in Los Angeles. Leonardo 

DiCaprio is the only child of George,  a former comic 

book artist and Irmelin, former legal secretary born in 

Germany. He completed his graduation from John 

Marshall High School, after 

attending the Los Angeles Center for 

Enriched Studies for four years. At 

quite a tender age, DiCaprio's 

parents signed him with a talent 

agent to let him identify his own 

skills and explore his creative side. 

He began appearing on a number of 

television commercials and 

educational shows, but didn't receive 

any success in Hollywood until he 

reached his teens. By early 1990's, 

he caught attention of producers, 

who cast him in bit part roles in a 

number of television series, such as 

Roseanne (1988) and The New 

Lassie (1989), but it wasn't until 

1991 that he made his film debut in 

Critters 3 (1991), a low-budget 

horror film. 

His notable performance in Critters 

3 helped him attract attention of the 

people behind the hit sitcom, 

Growing Pains (1985) for its final 

season. He was cast in the role of a 

young homeless boy who moves in 

with the Seavers. Though, the sitcom 

was axed abruptly his role managed 

to bring him a fore of opportunities. 

His major breakthrough came 

along with the lead role in 

This Boy's Life (1992) co-

starring Ellen Barkin 

and Robert De 

Niro where he 

played the 

character Tobias, a rebellious 50s teenager. The 

following year, DiCaprio co-starred with Johnny Depp 

as the mentally handicapped brother in What's Eating 

Gilbert Grape (1993), a comic-tragic Odyssey of a 

dysfunctional Iowa family. Critics described his 

portrayal of Arnie as startlingly vivid, sharp and 

having desperate intensity from beginning to end. The 

commercial success of the movie fetched him National 

Board of Review Award and nomination for both an 

Academy award and a Golden Globe award. 

DiCaprio's next, The Quick and the Dead (1995) 

where he played the role of a young gunslinger was 

met with a lukewarm response by both audience and 

critics. In the same year, he played a drug addict, Jim 

Carroll in The Basketball Diaries (1995), regarded as 

one of his most challenging roles played by him to 

date. 

Filmosphere
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The portrayal of various diverse roles in his career 

helped him establish his reputation as an actor, but 

Baz Luhrmann's Romeo + Juliet (1996), a romantic 

abridged modernization of Shakespeare's play, made 

Leonardo a household name. Later that year, he 

portrayed the character of Hank, who has been 

committed to a mental asylum for setting his mother's 

house on fire in Marvin's Room (1995) co-starring 

Robert De Niro, Meryl Streep and Diane Keaton. The 

movie was highly praised for his talents as he was 

able to keep right in pro with all the three 

extraordinary actors. But, it was with Titanic (1997) 

that DiCaprio's reputation as a A-list star and a teen 

heartthrob was cemented. Starring alongside Kate 

Winslet, his portrayal of Jack Dawson, a penniless 

Wisconsin man made him an international fame 

overnight. The movie went on to beat all box office 

records to become the highest grossing movie of all 

time. He was nominated for most of the high profile 

awards, including the a second Golden Globe 

nomination.

After Titanic, DiCaprio experienced a certain slump in 

his career and mostly kept a low profile. He worked in 

The Man in the Iron Mask (1998) and the low-budget 

The Beach (2000) both of which were panned by the 

critics at large. However, in 2002, he came back to the 

big screen with Catch Me If You Can (2002), a crime 

comedy based on the life of Frank Abagnale Jr. This 

adventurous and super charged movie garnered him 

appreciations and his third Golden Globe nomination. 

In the same year, he starred in Gangs of New York 

(2002), his first of many collaborations with director 

Martin Scorsese, a historical film set in mid 19th 

century in the Five point district of New York City.

In 2004, DiCaprio and Scorsese collaborated again to 

do The Aviator (2004), a biopic of the eccentric and 

obsessive American film director and aviation pioneer 

Howard Hughes, for which he received rave reviews 

for his performance and won a Golden Globe Award 

for Best Actor, also receiving another Academy Award 

nomination. Co-starring alongside Jennifer Connelly 

and Djimon Hounsou, DiCaprio did an Edward 

Zwick's war film Blood Diamond (2006), where he 

played a diamond smuggler from Rhodesia who is 

involved in the Sierra Leone Civil War. He was praised 

for the authenticity of his South African Afrikaner 

accent, which is known as a difficult accent to imitate. 

In Scorsese's The Departed (2006) he played the 

role of Billy Costigan, a state trooper working 

undercover in an Irish Mob in Boston. This highly 

anticipated film was released to overwhelmingly 

positive reviews and became one of the highest-

rated films of 2006. DiCaprio's performance in 

The Departed was applauded by critics and 

earned him a Satellite Award for Best Supporting 

Actor. The same year, both the Golden Globes and 

the Screen Actors Guild nominated DiCaprio 

twice in the Best Actor category for both of his 

features. With an extremely powerful performance 

in Blood Diamond (2006), DiCaprio earned his 

third Academy Award nomination. In 2008, 

DiCaprio came with the Body of Lies,  set in 

context of the Middle East and the War on Terror, 

telling the story of three men battling a terrorist 

organization, and each other. Directed by Ridley 

Scott and co-starring Russell Crowe and Vince 

Colosimo this film received mixed reviews from 

critics, and became a moderate box office 

success. The same year, DiCaprio reunited with Kate 

Winslet to film the drama Revolutionary Road (2008), 

directed by Sam Mendes where they portrayed a 

couple in a failing marriage in the 1950s. DiCaprio 

garnered his seventh Golden Globes nomination for 

this movie.

After giving some extraordinary performances with 

Scorsese, DiCaprio continued his collaborative streak 

with the director and came along with a psychological 

thriller film Shutter Island (2010). Co-starring Ben 

Kingsley, Mark Ruffalo and Michelle Williams in 

supporting roles, the actor played U.S. Marshal 

Edward Teddy Daniels, who is investigating a 

psychiatric facility located on an island and comes to 

question his own sanity.  In 2010 again, DiCaprio 

starred in director Christopher Nolan's science-fiction 

film Inception which was inspired by the experience of 

lucid dreaming and dream incubation. DiCaprio 

portrayed the character of Dom Cobb, an "extractor" 

who enters the dreams of others to obtain information 

that is otherwise inaccessible. DiCaprio readily agreed 

to the film as he was extremely intrigued by this 

concept of dream-heist notion and how the character 

will unlock his dreamworld ultimately affecting his 

real life. In 2011, DiCaprio starred in Clint 

Eastwood's J. Edgar, a biopic about J. Edgar Hoover, 

the controversial first director of the FBI while the 

following year he starred as villainous Calvin Candie 

in Quentin Tarantino film, Django Unchained (2012). 

The film received positive reviews from critics and 

earned DiCaprio his eighth nomination from the 

Golden Globes. 

DiCaprio's next film was Baz Luhrmann's The Great 

Gatsby (2013), a big screen adaptation of F. Scott 

Fitzgerald's 1925 novel, also starring Carey Mulligan 

and Tobey Maguire. Though it received mixed reviews 

from critics; however, DiCaprio's portrayal as Jay 

Gatsby, the maddeningly enigmatic character was 

praised by critics as a hard-won and iconic 

performance. DiCaprio's recent is yet another 

Scorsese, The Wolf of Wall Street, a true story based 

on the life of stockbroker Jordan Belfort. The release 

date of the movie is set for 15 November 2013.

Looking at the career graph of DiCaprio and his some 

astonishingly stunning performances one can clearly 

Filmosphere
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see the trend the actor has followed all these years. He 

has been extremely selective in choosing his roles post 

Titanic and has tried to define himself as one of the 

most versatile actors in the industry. With a current 

salary of $20 million a movie, he is now one of the 

biggest movie stars in the world.  However, DiCaprio's 

professional career is not just limited to acting in 

movies, he is also a committed environmentalist, 

actively involved in many environmental and 

humanitarian causes. Flying on commercial flights 

instead of chartering private jets, installation of solar 

panels on his house are some of the practices which 

the actor strictly follows. He believes that global 

warming is "the number-one environmental challenge" 

in the world and strict actions must be taken by all 

individuals alike to cater to this looming trouble. 

DiCaprio is actively involved in charity activities be it 

for relief efforts in Haiti after the earthquake, Wildlife 

Conservation Society at Russia's tiger summit or 

Animal Legal Defense Fund's campaign. Besides, 

making his contribution in environmental sector, he is 

also as activist for gay rights. For his environmental 

work DiCaprio earned a nomination for the VH1 Do 

Something Award in 2010. The awards show, 

produced by VH1, is dedicated to honoring people 

who do good and is powered by Do Something, a New 

York-based organization that aims to empower and 

inspire young people.

For someone who has ventured into bits and pieces of 

showbiz starting with television commercials to being 

one of the most respected actors in the world, 

DiCaprio has had one of the most diverse and 

unusual career graph in Hollywood. From portraying 

a doomed lover to epic characters, DiCaprio has  

literally showcased different shades of emotions 

through his movies and continues to startle the 

audience  by refusing to conform to any cliché about 

actors. 

Today, Leonardo DiCaprio is not merely a teen 

heartthrob turned leading man but one among the 

respected, daring and challenging actors working 

today who defy the regular prejudices to impress, 

motivate and inspire.

Filmosphere
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Mark your calendars for these, film lovers!

10 Most Anticipated 
Movies of 2014

Starring: Martin Freeman, Ian McKellan, 

Andy Serkis, Benedict Cumberbatch

Screenwriter: Fran Walsh, Phillipa Boyens

Storyline: Shot in 3D, closing the trilogy, the finale 

sees Bilbo, Gandalf and the Dwarves in Smaug's 

lair, hoping to get out safely with their gold.

Release: December 17

Country: USA

Distributors: Warner Bros

Language: Hobbit-speak, Elvish, Tolkein-

invented gibberish.

Director: Matt Reeves

Starring: Andy Serkis, Keri Russell, Jason 

Clarke, Kodi Smit-McPhee, Gary Oldman,  

Judy Greer 

Screenwriter:  Rick Jaffa, Amanda Silver, 

Scott Z. Burns, Mark Bomback 

Storyline: Second movie of the franchise, the 

growing nation of genetically evolved apes led by 

Caesar is threatened by a band of human survivors 

of the devastating virus unleashed a decade earlier. 

They are brought to the brink of a war that will 

determine who will emerge as Earth's dominant 

species.

Country: USA

Release: July 18

Distributors: 20th Century Fox.

Language: English

Dawn of the Planet of the 

Apes

Interstellar

Hobbit: There and Back Again

Director: Christopher Nolan

Starring: Matthew Montgomery, Anne 

Hathaway, Jessica Chastain, Michael Caine, 

Bill Irwin, Matthew McConaughey 

Screenwriter:  Kip. S  Thorne, Jonathan 

Nolan

Storyline: A sci-fi, space travel story about a group 

of explorers who travel through a worm hole and into 

another dimension. Based on real science, the film 

will explore the mind-bending territory of black holes 

and gravity waves and touch on some of the 

hypotheses that Albert Einstein chased but never 

could prove.

Country: USA

Release: November 7

Distributors: Warner Bros, Paramount 

Pictures(Worldwide)

Language: English

Director: Peter Jackson

Dom Hemingway

Winter's Tale

Director: Richard Shephard

Starring: Jude Law, Richard E. Grant, 

Demian Bichir, Emilia Clarke, Kerry Condon 

Screenwriter:  Richard Shephard 

Storyline:  In this crime-comedy, Jude Law plays 

Dom Hemingway, who,  after 12 years in prison, 

sets off with his partner in crime Dickie (Grant) 

looking to collect what he's owed for keeping his 

mouth shut and protecting his boss Mr. Fontaine 

(Bechir). After a near-death experience, Dom tries 

to re-connect with his estranged daughter (Clarke), 

but is soon drawn back into the only world he 

knows, looking to settle the ultimate debt.

Country: UK

Release: April 4

Distributors: Fox Searchlight Pictures

Language: English

Director: Akiva Goldsman

Starring: Russell Crowe, Jessica Brown 

Findlay, Will Smith, Colin Farrell, William 

Hurt, Jennifer Connelly 

Screenwriter:  Akiva Goldsman

Storyline:  An adaptation of 1993 novel of the same 

name, Winter's Tale follows the story of Peter Lake 

(Colin Farrell). Peter Lake is a thief who falls in love 

with Beverly Penn (Jessica Brown Findlay), a dying 

girl who occupies one of the houses he breaks into.

Country: USA
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Release: February 14

Distributors: Warner Bros

Language: English

Director:  Bryan Singer

Starring: Jennifer Lawrence, James McAvoy, 

Michael Fassbender, Nicholas Hoult, Patrick 

Stewart, Ian McKellen 

Screenwriter:  Simon Kinberg

Storyline:  The story is partially set in an alternate 

future where surviving mutants have been penned in 

concentration camps, giant robots called Sentinels 

patrol America, and most of the X-Men have been 

hunted and killed. In the present day, the X-Men 

were forced to stop a key event from unfolding in 

order to keep that future from occurring.

Country: USA

Release: May 23

Distributors: 20th Century Fox

Language: English

Director:  Francis Lawrence

Starring: Jennifer Lawrence, Liam 

Hemsworth, Josh Hutcherson

Screenwriter:  Danny Strong

Storyline:  The first part of the Hunger Games series 

finale sees Katniss Everdeen unwittingly becoming 

the symbol of a mass rebellion against the autocratic 

Capitol.

Country: USA

Release: November 21

Distributors: Lionsgate Films

Language: English

X Men : Days of the Future 

Past

The Hunger Games : 

Mockingjay : Part 1

The Amazing Spider Man 2

Legends of Oz: Dorothy's 

Return

Director:  Marc Webb

Starring: Andrew Garfield, Emma Stone, 

Shailene Woodley, Jamie Foxx

Screenwriter:  James Vanderbilt

Storyline:  Peter Parker is living a double life as his 

high school graduation approaches- beatingthe bad 

guys and spending time with his love, Gwen Stacy. 

Things change when a new villain emerges, an old 

friend returns and he uncovers more clues about his 

past.

Country: USA

Release: May 2

Distributors: Sony Pictures

Language: English

Director:  Dan St. Pierre, Will Finn

Starring: Dan Aykroyd, James Belushi, 

Martin Short, Kelsey Grammar

Screenwriter:  Adam Balsam, Randi Barnes, 

Barry Glasser

Storyline:  The story begins when Dorothy returns 

to Kansas to find it devastated by the tornado that 

sent her to Oz. On her return to the magical land, she 

finds that her three  friends (Scarecrow, Lion and Tin 

Man) have disappeared. She meets a charming man 

made of marshmallows who can't quite think for 

himself, a tiny china doll princess whose bossiness is 

a cover for her fragility, and a tugboat with as many 

personalities as he has pieces. And a wicked new 

villain emerges, who believes that all of Oz should be 

under his control. How will Dorothy and her new 

companions work together in a seemingly disastrous 

time to restore Oz to the  place we all know and love?

Country: USA

Release: May 9

Distributors: Clarius Entertainment

Language: English

Director:  Anthony Russo, Joe Russo

Starring: Chris Evans, Samuel L. Jackson, 

Anthony Mackie, Sebastian Stan

Screenwriter:  Christopher Markus, Stephen 

McFeely

Storyline:  As we see in Marvel's The Avengers  

when it left off, Steve Rogers struggles toembrace his 

role in the modern world and teams up with Natasha 

Romanoff, aka Black Widow, to battle a powerful yet 

shadowy enemy in present-day Washington, D.C.

Country: USA

Release: April 4

Distributors: Marvel Studios

Language: English

Captain America: The Winter 

Soldier
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Mark your calendars for these, film lovers!

10 Most Anticipated 
Movies of 2014
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Country: USA
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Dr. GEORGE JOHN  
HealtoReel 
with a Surgeon’s Precision !!

e it Cricket, Football, Tennis or Rugby.. every 

sport seems quite exciting while we watch it in Bthe purview of a stadium or in comforts of our 

home. But it takes shear perseverance, determination 

and a lot of hard work by our athletes to deliver their 

best performances on the field. Sports as matter of 

fact becomes a tense moment for the entire nation 

where all eyes are stuck keenly watching the 

individual, praying for his victory to help him get the 

strength to bring ultimate glory to his/her 

representative country. But amidst this exhaustive 

hard work players tend to get injured. While, some 

injuries are not serious, some turn out to be extremely 

grave. Such sort of injuries sometimes also force the 

athletes to take long breaks from their careers and 

shove them off their favorite sport for long period of 

time.

While these players push their potentials in the pursuit 

of perfection, one person who continuously strives to 

help them reach their goal is Dr. George John. Driven 

by a vision to create world-class institutions, Dr 

George is an Orthopedic Specialist and Sports 

Medicine Surgeon who has dedicated his profession to 

take the champions he cares for towards the pinnacle 

of excellence. He believes that Sports takes care of 

one's health, fitness, emotions and relationships. It is a 

sole answer to many things.

Founding and Chairman of GJ Sports FZ LLC, a high 

end sports medicine center located in Dubai Health 

Care City and Managing Partner - Director at 

International Modern Hospital, Dr. George is 

acclaimed as one of the most renowned practitioners 

of sports medicine in the world. He finished his MBBS 

and MS (Orthopedics) in India, completed his 

advanced training in Sports Medicine at Nottingham, 

England and specialized in Minimally Invasive 

Arthroscopic Surgery. He has over 15 years of 

professional expertise in India, the United Kingdom, 

South Africa, Portugal, Yemen and the UAE and is also 

a Fellow of Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland. 

Over the years, Dr.George has had the distinction of 

working with some of the finest hospitals the world 

over, including the Queens Medical Centre in 

Nottingham and has also been the consultant for 

almost all major sporting events held in the UAE 

including the Dubai Tennis Championships and the 

Rugby Sevens World Cup, to name a few. He is also the 

consultant and doctor for 18 sports clubs in the 

country and the UAE national rugby team. 

Dr.George believes in staying abreast with the latest 

developments in Orthopedics and Sports Medicine in 

his mission to help people live, work and play healthy. 

He constantly updates himself with the latest 

breakthroughs in treatment and 

rehabilitation and collaborate 

with doctors and 

biomechanics to 

develop innovative 

solutions to 
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address the concerns of sports person from around 

the world to help them get back to action as soon as 

possible. Dr. George's specialization lies in Sports 

medicine, which though not a new concept, is not an 

area of medicine either. This segment of orthopedic 

treatment has made tremendous advancements during 

the last few years. In short, Sports medicine augments 

the performance of a sports person. 

In close association with Dr.Willem van der Merwe, 

President of South African Society of 

Arthroscopy, Knee Surgery and Orthopaedic 

Sports Medicine, Dr John helped pioneer a 

new kind of training bike from Grucox, 

called the Eccentric Exercise Bike. Based 

on eccentric training, the bike is designed 

to reduce stress on joints during 

exercise. The method involves the 

strengthening of the muscle by 

means of progressive 

loading while the 
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muscle is lengthening.

He believes that sports has now become a part and 

parcel of our lives and as requirements differ every 

time a doctor must be aware of what his patient wants. 

The discipline of Sports Medicine he believes has given 

him an added advantage to help him treat his patients 

satisfactorily. He does consultations, surgeries and 

improves fitness of sports persons. 

Dr.George has had many a memorable moments in his 

life which he fondly remembers and feels proud of.  

One of his precious moments which is very close to his 

Dr.George today is considered as an ambassador of 

sports which is rewarding and equally challenging. 

Dr.George is known to have treated sports 

celebrities like Roger Federer, Cristiano Ronaldo, 

Wayne Rooney, Serena Williams, David Beckham, 

Ben Gollings and many more. He has been the 

Football Doctor for Manchester United apart from 

being Consultant and Tournament Doctor for 

ATP/WTA events and the FIFA World Cup 2010. He 

also have  had the privilege of working with 

champion rugby teams from English, South African 

and the rest of the world at various events.

heart is the 2009 Dubai Rugby World 

Cup Sevens where the team from Wales 

were rank outsiders. But to make 

matters worse, their star player was 

injured and needed surgery in the 

middle of the tournament. Dr. George 

John just not only used all his skills to 

successfully complete the operation, but 

also helped the player to get back on the 

pitch within a short span of just 3 days.

The team went on to win their first ever world cup 

title and celebrated their historic win and honored 

Dr. George by carrying him on their shoulders for a 

victory lap around the stadium. This 

was one moment which he would 

cherish all through his life. 

Another such proud moment for Dr. 

George was when he treated Nick 

Peters, who had been training hard for 

past a year to take part in ‘Marathon 

de Sables’, a grueling 250-km foot race 

to raise money for a charity for abused 

children. But unfortunately he tore his 
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knee cartilage just a month before the 

race, putting his participation in 

troubling waters. Dr. George John 

recommended immediate surgery 

followed by aggressive rehabilitation 

and helped Nick to complete the 

marathon with "no trouble" from his 

knee. The cause was served justly and 

the patient went back satisfactorily.

As an athlete himself, Dr. George 

understands the pain and frustration of 

players and hence devotes himself to his 

patients to provide them of care and 

support required. His innovative ways 

have already helped many star athletes to 

get back on the field in a short span of 

Recently Afghan National cricket 

team, who won against Kenya and qualified for the 

very first time to world cup are also Dr.George's 

satisfied patients. Showing their courtesy to the 

doctor they thanked him for all the 

support he had rendered to get the 

team players back on the pitch just in 

time.

time.

In the course of his illustrious career, Dr.George has 

received many accolades namely Best Outgoing 

Orthopedic Surgeon from Manipal hospital and the 

Prestigious Nottingham Fellowship Award in the year 

2000. He has performed more than 3000 surgeries, 

especially with ACL reconstruction surgery of knee and 

more than 1000 surgeries with special emphasis on 

double bundle reconstruction surgery. Dr. George's 

reputation as a sports and rehab professional has 

made him the preferred consultant for the top tennis 

players all over the world and has literally made him 

an integral part of the Dubai Tennis Championships.

A relentless perfectionist and equally ambitious, 

Dr.George aims to make IMH one of the premier 

healthcare service providers in the region. He has also 

founded SportsFit Healthclub, where he provides 

sportsmen from around the world, a state-of-the-art 

destination for treatment and rehabilitation. SportsFit 

has its set the highest standards of excellence and 

delivers the quality promised. 

Dr. George also has plans to build the world's 

biggest sports medicine center in Kenya, which 

would be spread across 250-acre property. GJ 

ENTERTA INMENT
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Sports FZ LLC will also launch a Cricket / football / Rugby 

league in Africa. This project is Dr. George's US$100 million 

dream project which is aimed to promote sports in the 

world.

An equally ambitious project is also set to rise in the 

Philippines, which would be supported by friend and 

consultant, tennis coach Dustin de Torres and a group of 

foreign and local partner. This would again be a first-class 

international sports and rehab center. With top notch and 

extensive facilities provided, Dr.George believes that the 

Philippines center would soon become the hub of Asia.

ROLLING HIGH ON HOLLYWOOD DREAMS

Besides sports, Dr.George has equally been in limelight for his 

interest in film and entertainment sector. Though he enjoys his 

practice as a doctor; he is also  keenly interested in business. 

As a consultant for several World Cups, Fifteen International 

Tournaments, and his own Sports Medical Sector, he has been 

exposed to several sports, entertainment and media celebrities 

worldwide. He is an excellent socialite and believes his ability to 

empathize with people adds charm to his profession and being. 

His first association in the entertainment sector was 

with Tom Cruise, who was at Dubai to shoot his 

Mission Impossible franchise. Remember that 

dangerous stunt on Burj Khalifa, where all of our 

eyes were glued to the screen with our hearts right 

in your mouth after watching that exciting yet nerve 

wrecking instance on screen. Well, that scary stunt 

was performed by the actor under the consultation 

of Dr.George who looked after him through the 

scene. This rendezvous with the glam industry 

diversified his interest in the field of entertainment. 

GJ Entertainment was Dr. George's nimble steps 

towards the entertainment industry. This globally 

established production house has been organizing 

local and national level fashion events since inception 

and is now due to launch a major fashion show in 

Dubai and Philippines shortly. As the founder of G J 

Entertainment, Dr. George has been constantly 

witnessed by the paparazzi at various entertainment 

events like the Fashion Week. 
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'Catwalk for a Cause' - Organized by GJ

His interest in movies led him to rethink on the 

globally acknowledged Chinese 3D Porn film 'Zen and 

Sex', which outgrossed James Cameroon's 'Avatar' the 

same year it was released. Dr. George felt that today 

the concept of 3D has been scrutinized by film makers 

as a tool fit only for horror movies. Inspired by the 

story and considering this as an opportunity to 

produce a movie which can break the technical 

misconceptions, on his way to realize his dreams, Dr. 

George met Rupesh Paul, a yet another ambitious 

director who is known for his unconventional ways 

and ideas. With this small spark 'Kamasutra3D' 

(KS3D) took shape. 

'Kamasutra 3D' is a first production venture of GJ 

Entertainment in which Dr. George is associated as 

the executive producer.  The newly ordained 

producer is quite confident of the movie and is 

hopeful that it shall create ripples in our society. 

Dr. George believes that the excellent support from 

the movies director, project designer and the entire 
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As a consultant for several World Cups, Fifteen International 

Tournaments, and his own Sports Medical Sector, he has been 

exposed to several sports, entertainment and media celebrities 

worldwide. He is an excellent socialite and believes his ability to 

empathize with people adds charm to his profession and being. 

His first association in the entertainment sector was 

with Tom Cruise, who was at Dubai to shoot his 

Mission Impossible franchise. Remember that 

dangerous stunt on Burj Khalifa, where all of our 

eyes were glued to the screen with our hearts right 

in your mouth after watching that exciting yet nerve 

wrecking instance on screen. Well, that scary stunt 

was performed by the actor under the consultation 

of Dr.George who looked after him through the 

scene. This rendezvous with the glam industry 

diversified his interest in the field of entertainment. 

GJ Entertainment was Dr. George's nimble steps 

towards the entertainment industry. This globally 

established production house has been organizing 

local and national level fashion events since inception 

and is now due to launch a major fashion show in 

Dubai and Philippines shortly. As the founder of G J 

Entertainment, Dr. George has been constantly 

witnessed by the paparazzi at various entertainment 

events like the Fashion Week. 
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'Catwalk for a Cause' - Organized by GJ

His interest in movies led him to rethink on the 

globally acknowledged Chinese 3D Porn film 'Zen and 

Sex', which outgrossed James Cameroon's 'Avatar' the 

same year it was released. Dr. George felt that today 

the concept of 3D has been scrutinized by film makers 

as a tool fit only for horror movies. Inspired by the 

story and considering this as an opportunity to 

produce a movie which can break the technical 

misconceptions, on his way to realize his dreams, Dr. 

George met Rupesh Paul, a yet another ambitious 

director who is known for his unconventional ways 

and ideas. With this small spark 'Kamasutra3D' 

(KS3D) took shape. 

'Kamasutra 3D' is a first production venture of GJ 

Entertainment in which Dr. George is associated as 

the executive producer.  The newly ordained 

producer is quite confident of the movie and is 

hopeful that it shall create ripples in our society. 

Dr. George believes that the excellent support from 

the movies director, project designer and the entire 

Filmosphere



crew behind the project are the main reasons for 

the effective execution of the movie. GJ 

Entertainment is associated with NRIPA (Non - 

Resident Indian Producer Association) for providing 

'Kamasutra3D' a platform to 'Go Global'.

NRIPA is a group of potential Non - resident Indians 

with hands on experience and passion in film 

production. This non - profit making organization is 

headed by globally accomplished Oscar selected film 

maker, Sohan Roy whose first Hollywood venture, a 

Warner Bros movie ‘DAM999’ gained 5 Oscar 

Selections in 3 Categories. Sohan Roy is the Project 

Designer and the Co- producer for the movie 

'Kamasutra 3D'. It is only a coincidence that Mr.Sohan 

Roy and Dr. George John are classmates and 

childhood friends. It is a dream reunion of two 

international celebrities through the movie  

‘Kamasutra 3D'.

As founder of GJ Entertainment, Dr. George is 

trying to relive his second passion after 

Sports. As part of promoting his film at the 

global film festival market, Dr. George would 

be heading soon to AFM 2013, where global 

film makers meet. He hopes that his film 

would gather all the desired attention from 

film fans all over the world and looks forward 

for a warm reception. Dr. George has two - 

three more projects in his mind which he 

plans to execute in the near future under the 

banner of GJ Entertainment. Excerpts from 

our interface with Dr. George John, goes like 

this: 

The concept of sports medicine is not new. It is not a 

new area of medicine either. But this segment of 

orthopedic treatment made tremendous 

advancements during the last few years. The Sports 

Medicare augments the performance of sports 

persons. I am not referring to a particular medicine or 

tablet. The world of sports is undergoing changes. I 

am an ambassador and promoter of sports. I do 

consultations, and I perform surgeries, to improve the 

fitness and performance of sports persons. The 

sporting arena all over the world is getting more and 

more competitive and rewarding. Sports is never 

stagnant.

As my career and passion, I will stay put in the 

profession and do my bit to help athletes and sports 

Sports medicine has been gaining global 

importance of late. Having established yourself 

as a pioneer in sports medicine, what are your 

future plans to augment the sector?

persons to bring out their best in the field.

I enjoy my practice as a doctor. I have been doing 

business also. I enjoy a big social circle, and come 

across with celebrities quite often. As a consultant for 

several world cups, fifteen international tournaments, 

and with my own sports medical centers, I have been 

exposed to several celebrities in sports, entertainment 

and media all over the world. This includes persons 

like Tom Cruise. This has diversified my interest into 

the entertainment industry as well. Dont you think 

that sports is entertainment?

GJ Entertainment is already in the show biz. We are 

organizing major fashion shows in Dubai and 

Philippines shortly. In the Hollywood, 'Kamasutra 3D' 

is my first venture as executive producer. I look 

forward to an enthusiastic reception to the movie 

from all corners of the globe. The movie has got a 

great theme. I had excellent support from the director, 

project designer and the entire crew. I have two to 

three projects in mind right now.

I wish success to AFM 2013, the greatest film market 

in the world. Entertainment is part of everyone's life. I 

hope my movie will gather the attention of the film 

fans all over the world, and I look forward to their 

support.

Sports Medicare improves the performance of people, 

and entertainment makes them happy and lively.

Dr. George believes that Sports and entertainment are 

two fields which hardly get affected by the happenings 

across the world. Sports and Entertainment are both 

synonyms of each other. For him Sports is 

Entertainment and Entertainment is Sports. While 

Sports improves the performance of people, 

entertainment makes them happy and lively. 

After making his mark in the Sports arena, Dr. George 

with his new venture GJ Entertainment is taking a 

best foot forward towards the entertainment industry 

through the OSCAR bidding project ‘Kamasutra 3D’. 

We wish him all the very best for his future endeavors. 

You have been successful in your endeavor in 

sports medicine. How did you diversify your 

interests in entertainment industry?

GJ entertainment is entering the global film 

industry, what are the plans for your initial 

movie?  What could be the next project of yours?

All Lights will take part in the AFM 2013. What is 

your message to the film fraternity all over the 

world?
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Back to Celluloid…. 
Filmosphere

he bagged the best director award  at Osian's 

Cibefan Film Festival of Asian and Arab SCinema, her shorts have been screened and 

distributed in international circuits in countries like 

France, Germany, Hungary, Poland, Japan, America, 

Russia and her home, India. 

Born in the myriad city of Hyderabad, hailing from the 

prestigious institute FTII,Pune, Ajita Suchitra veera, 

34, talks about her passion for cinema and her first 

feature film venture in an exclusive interview with the 

ALL LIGHTS FILM MAGAZINE.

AJITA SUCHITRA VEERA 

Cinema has been a potent presence in 

your upbringing. Can you tell our readers 

a little bit about yourself ?

Yeah.. I grew up in a family where Cinema was quite 

an integral part of our lives.

My parents -Dad, a Photographer and Mom, a 

journalist, they loved watching all kinds of films -

World Cinema Classics, Hollywood and of course 

Satyajit Ray, he was a very important presence in my 

life… And a lot of the 50's Indian Cinema Classics 

Bimal Roy, Amiya Chakraborthy, Vijaya Anand and so 

on..

I was training to be a scientist when I decided to 

A Chat 
with the 
Perfectionist 
Film Maker- 

 Ajita Suchitra Veera
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switch to Cinema completely.

I briefly trained as an Actor and enrolled at the 

National Film Institute, India to pursue Filmmaking.

Your short film 'Notes on Her' had been 

nominated in Honorary Foreign Film 

category for Oscars. And 'Ballad of 

Rustom' is your first full length feature 

film. Was there a difference in switching 

mediums ?

Yeah 'Notes on Her 'was an official entry for the Oscars 

from India in 2003.

Not really.. no big difference. The shorts prepare you 

for the Feature.They are like a warm up before you 

take the leap, and shorts are quite exciting to play 

with even between features.I would add that most of 

my Shorts have been on Celluloid 35mm and 16mm 

Film and I love working on Film Emulsion, it has a 

discipline and it's quite challenging and inspiring. 

'Ballad of Rustom' is fully shot on Cinemascope 35 

millimeter film, it has a very special look. We did a 

process called the "Bleach by Pass" on the negative to 

create a desaturated look in the film. It was something 

I had already experimented with on my Graduate Film 

'Solitary Sandpiper'.

‘Notes On Her' also was experimental,and has a very 

distinct Black and White look.

Did you face any challenges in getting 

your film made ?

Yes, quite a few. 'Ballad of Rustom' is fully an 

Independent Cinema, also experimental and then 

again it's such a departure from regular Indian 

Cinema or even the sort of Independent films we 

associate with India. So there were several challenges 

of raising funds, shooting in right locations and 

finding right cast. 'BALLAD OF RUSTOM' is 

constructed in a very different way, so obviously it was 

not easy making a film which is highly visual, 
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philosophical and not a strict narrative yet it has an 

inherent story which is poignant, which revolves 

around Rustom & the countryside characters, their 

states of mind, their dreams, it's a deeply 

philosophical film on India.

Me and my Crew -we shot the film for 4 months in a 

remote countryside location in Southern India. The 

filming took a while and also designing the Music 

score.

Give us a little background about your 

film. Is there a reason behind no specific 

regional set up?

There is no specific regional set up and I leave the 

town unnamed because I wanted this film to be in the 

imagination of every Indian who watches it and 

perhaps it can even have echoes outside India. I 

wanted a location which evokes a magical & 

mysterious feeling, since 'Ballad of Rustom' is about 

Imagination, dreams and the loss of our natural 

worlds which are so important for our imagination. I 

spent over a year searching for the right location to 

shoot; eventually it was set in the beautiful hilly 

countryside of Coorg in Karnataka.

'Ballad of Rustom' is about this young imaginative 

man called Rustom who works in a remote 

government office as a Telephone Linesman. Rustom's 

mundane life in the small town, his adventures 

meeting people on his visits, his imaginary world in 

Filmosphere

I love Film Emulsion, so of course I 

would be kicked to work on 35mm 

film anyday.

However it's not nostalgia, film 

comes with a certain discipline and 

it's also such a fantastic medium to 

capture reality and create another 

world. Since film does not reveal 

everything, there is still something 

left unexplained and it is raw and 

one can play so much with light 

and darkness which is so integral 

to Cinema.

I am not sure if we are in a digital 

age? Film is still very much in use 

and several Filmmakers still use 

film. I think we are entering a 

Hybrid Age! Film will be around.

We must accept both.
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the small countryside township, his yearning for the 

love of a young painter, and his wanderings with his 

friend Kapil all form 'Ballad of Rustom'. The film 

contains different episodes of Rustom's journeys, 

which alternate between his real and imaginary 

worlds.

In this digital age, your usage of 35mm 

and 16mm seems deliberate. Is it simply 

nostalgia?

I love Film Emulsion, so of course I would be kicked 

to work on 35milimeter film anyday.

However it's not nostalgia, Film comes with a certain 

discipline and it's also such a fantastic medium to 

capture reality and create another world. Since film 

does not reveal everything, there is still something left 

unexplained and it is raw and one can play so much 

with light and darkness which is so integral to 

Cinema.

I am not sure if we are in a digital age? Film is still 

very much in use and several Filmmakers still use 

film. I think we are entering a Hybrid Age! Film will be 

around.

We must accept both.

You have used a technique called 'Bleach 

By Pass'. Can you enlighten our readers 

about it?

'Bleach By Pass' is a technique where you retain the 

Silver on the negative in color film so that you have an 

additional Black and White layer over the Color image. 

This produces a desaturated image with high contrast 

and grain which creates a very special look.

I was particular about this desaturated color palette 

for my film to create the surreal atmosphere of 

Rustom's dream world - of technology, nature and his 

own subconscious.

The music of the film took a year and a 

half to compose until it was to your 

vision. What kind of atmosphere were you 

looking to create?

The Music has a distinct character of its own in 

'Ballad of Rustom'. It was important for me to break 

the stereotype of Music that comes from India and, 

have a score that is a blend of east & west , which is 

evocative and enhances the characters states of minds, 

their passions & dilemmas & which is not just a mere 

background music.

So the Music is distinctly different and we- me and my 

composer Andrew T Mackay, have used Cellos-

Accordions and violins on one end and the Indian 

banjo in some segments played by my actor Siddharth 

Sen who is also a banjo player. Banjo is a very Indian 

folk instrument so it's a fabulous mix of Indian folk 

instruments and Western motifs.
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as an 'other' even when she can be a prime trope for 

generalization as 'the French girl'! It is, therefore, 

amusing how Celine repeatedly makes fun of the French 

girl fantasy in the movies. Meryl Streep puts it much 

more eloquently about how's and why female character is 

someone who is distanced from the narrative-

'Pygmalion'-esque 'Ruby Sparks', while not as entertaining 

for a movie that bills itself as a comedy, has an intelligent 

script that talks of a matter of great relevance. It toys 

with the idea of writers struggling to get the right balance 

between the objectification and idealization that comes 

with a romantic interest and yet making the woman in 

question seem real to its audience. 'Ruby Sparks' is an 

indie film which sees Paul Dano as the writer whose ideal 

dream-girl character Ruby Sparks comes to life. The 

“The hardest thing in the world is to persuade a 

straight male audience to identify with a woman 

character. It's easier for women because we were 

brought up identifying with male characters in 

literature. It's hard for straight boys to identify with 

Juliet or Wendy in Peter Pan, whereas girls identify 

with Romeo and with Peter Pan.  I watch movies and I 

don't care who the protagonist is, I feel what that guy 

is feeling. You know, if it's Tom Cruise leaping over a 

building I, I want to make it, you know? And I'm going 

to, yes, I made it. And yeah, so I get that. You know, 

you're not aware of it but you're following the action of 

the film through the body of the protagonist. You 

know, you feel what he feels when he jumps, when he 

leaps, when he wins, when he loses. And I think I just 

took it for granted that, you know, we can all do that. 

But it became obvious to me that men don't live 

through the female characters."

movie explores the dangers of reducing a person to an 

idea that can be moulded, the idea of love and the 

actuality of it, and functions as a scathing critique of how 

women characters are written and rewritten around a 

type and to service/move forward a story. The movie sees 

Paul Dano's character fascinated and repulsed by the 

amount of control he has over his dream-girl with his 

words. He makes her need him when he feels she is 

moving away, makes her happy when she is miserable- all 

through his words, never allowing himself to experience a 

real relationship with a woman. All of this culminates in 

a satisfyingly dark climatic sequence that makes its point 

with a curveball.  

"Quirky, messy woman whose problems only make them 

more endearing are not real. You have written a girl, not a 

person", the main character's brother tells him and is the 

meta-commentary to take away from the movie that cuts 

to the roots of feminism: the idea is to treat women not 

as a paragon, not as a put-down but as a person, as 

another human being.

Lisbeth Salander from the movie 
‘The girl with the dragon tatoo'
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MEN, 
WOMEN 

 MOVIES&
ere is an opening shot of a much abused 

romantic comedy genre. The female lead gets up 

early in the morning, dots all her I's and crosses H
all her t's, buttons up in a straight-laced suit and stays 

longer at work than she has to. What do you think the 

movie is about?  Her story arc would be about loosening 

up, smelling the roses everyday and to speak with the 

help of a charming male lead. How many times would 

you have seen this movie in different formats and 

treatment?

Let's go to another type. The film opens with a brooding, 

wounded hero and the shots of the lively, quirky female 

lead are intercut in the beginning to give us a sense of 

how she is going to change his life later on in the movie. 

In how many movies would you have seen this?

Or in how many movies have you seen where women are 

eye candies out to serve a male fantasy?

A  lot.....

Hollywood's description of women and their 

characterization have never stopped recycling. some rare 

women characters include that of are celebrated- Lisbeth 

Salander of 'The Girl with Dragon Tattoo', Sally Albright 

of the screwball romantic comedy 'When Harry Met Sally', 

including the young adult heroine of 'The Hunger Games' 

series, Katniss Everdeen. An industry that is clogged with 

psychologically diverse male leads cannot seem to come 

up with same kind of inner life for a female character and 

seem to have a very misguided idea of what a 'strong' 

female character is. Megan Fox's character, who'd 

probably earned a two-line description in the screenplay 

of 'Transformers' calls her character 'strong' simply 

because she is intelligent ( a fact that is not shown in the 

movie) and knows how to work cars. We don't get how 

'strong' she is when the camera ogles her. The question 

here is, what is a strong female character? Is it a one-note 

superwoman who is capable of everything and thus, a 

model for youth? Or is it a normal, everyday woman who 

is allowed to be weak and vulnerable and thus, human?

The idea that  woman has to be depicted onscreen as an 

all-rounder, and other hosts of qualities is restrictive and 

gives no sense of connection to the audience. This kind of 

writing, which is conceited enough to believe that it 

serves the greater cause of feminism is another form of 

downfall in good writing. A woman can make mistakes, 

just like a man can. A woman can be weak, she can be 

cruel, she can be manipulative.  The treatment and tone 

of a story only becomes misogynistic or anti-feminist 

when her mistakes, her faults are pinned on her, 

punished for by the narrative when it makes an exception 

for its men.

A great example of strong female character in a romance 

is Celine played by Julie Delpy in David Linklater's 

'Before Sunrise', 'Before Sunset' and 'Before Midnight' 

trilogy. Intimately written and engagingly performed-the 

character is all the contradictions, dreams and 

fascinations that plagues a normal, aware person. The 

narrative does not keep her at a distance or look at her 
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as an 'other' even when she can be a prime trope for 

generalization as 'the French girl'! It is, therefore, 

amusing how Celine repeatedly makes fun of the French 

girl fantasy in the movies. Meryl Streep puts it much 

more eloquently about how's and why female character is 

someone who is distanced from the narrative-

'Pygmalion'-esque 'Ruby Sparks', while not as entertaining 

for a movie that bills itself as a comedy, has an intelligent 

script that talks of a matter of great relevance. It toys 

with the idea of writers struggling to get the right balance 

between the objectification and idealization that comes 

with a romantic interest and yet making the woman in 

question seem real to its audience. 'Ruby Sparks' is an 

indie film which sees Paul Dano as the writer whose ideal 

dream-girl character Ruby Sparks comes to life. The 

“The hardest thing in the world is to persuade a 

straight male audience to identify with a woman 

character. It's easier for women because we were 

brought up identifying with male characters in 

literature. It's hard for straight boys to identify with 

Juliet or Wendy in Peter Pan, whereas girls identify 

with Romeo and with Peter Pan.  I watch movies and I 

don't care who the protagonist is, I feel what that guy 

is feeling. You know, if it's Tom Cruise leaping over a 

building I, I want to make it, you know? And I'm going 

to, yes, I made it. And yeah, so I get that. You know, 

you're not aware of it but you're following the action of 

the film through the body of the protagonist. You 

know, you feel what he feels when he jumps, when he 

leaps, when he wins, when he loses. And I think I just 

took it for granted that, you know, we can all do that. 

But it became obvious to me that men don't live 

through the female characters."

movie explores the dangers of reducing a person to an 

idea that can be moulded, the idea of love and the 

actuality of it, and functions as a scathing critique of how 

women characters are written and rewritten around a 

type and to service/move forward a story. The movie sees 

Paul Dano's character fascinated and repulsed by the 

amount of control he has over his dream-girl with his 

words. He makes her need him when he feels she is 

moving away, makes her happy when she is miserable- all 

through his words, never allowing himself to experience a 

real relationship with a woman. All of this culminates in 

a satisfyingly dark climatic sequence that makes its point 

with a curveball.  

"Quirky, messy woman whose problems only make them 

more endearing are not real. You have written a girl, not a 

person", the main character's brother tells him and is the 

meta-commentary to take away from the movie that cuts 

to the roots of feminism: the idea is to treat women not 

as a paragon, not as a put-down but as a person, as 

another human being.

Lisbeth Salander from the movie 
‘The girl with the dragon tatoo'
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A shot from ‘Extra Terrestrial’

about a plausible scenario for mankind. 

The comics have always been the source of adaptation 

for Sci-Fi movies like the 'Star wars'. This was first 

showcased in 1977, which turned out to be a true 

revolution for the Sci-Fi enthusiasts and movie buffs. 

These were later highly capitalized by a series of 

sequels and prequels in the coming decades, backed 

by an immense virtual reality and exquisite graphic 

visual effects, which added a little more grace to its 

actions among the audience. Later it was diversified 

into a lot of movie themes, where extra terrestrials 

were portrayed in different aspects. Many of such 

movies were quite successful in giving the audience  a 

satisfaction, in the form of action, adventure, death, 

gore and violence at levels of extreme  ecstasy. This 

he Hollywood sweepstakes are all set to tap 

the potential of movies that fantasize the alien Trace, future and at times, even events way 

before A.D and B.C. The fact that people are lame and 

too whimsical about a plausible future for their race is 

what Hollywood intends to capitalize and give the 

audience an out of the world experience as they 

rightfully long for.

Since  post World War II, Sci-Fi movies have been 

quiet successful in pulling in large stream of audience 

to the theaters, helping the industry rear this genre 

with consistent technical upgrades. The pioneers like 

Spielberg and James Cameron have been bombing the 

red carpet with movies that not only gives a glimpse of 

possible future but also a thought in people's minds 

From the ‘Batman’ series

kind of action instantly became a staple growth for the 

movies that thrived on this genre and gave rise to a lot 

of cinematic adaptations of comics like, 'Star Trek', 

'Superman Galaxy quest', 'Flash Gordon', 'Starship 

Troopers' and the list goes on.

However people were entertained by far the 

diversionary story sequence and as far as the 

protagonists were concerned, all of them were meant 

to be intergalactic heroes who spilled blood for their 

galaxy. This trend instantly become a cliché for the 

movie critics in the late 80's. That's when the Sci FI 

movie sequencing took a turn into a different 

dimension. Director John Mc Tiernan with a 

screenplay crafted by Jim Thomas and John Thomas 

came out with the movie 'Predator' in 1987. The cast 

turned out to be well fitted, with Arnold playing the 

lead commando, who is caught up against an alien 

warrior crash landed in 

the North American 

Jungle. 

Almost during the same 

decade the Sci Fi thrillers 

like 'Aliens', directed by 

James Cameron, also 

rolled out onscreen. The 

movie was cast with the 

leading lady, Sigourney 

Weaver and co starring 

Carrie Henn, Michael 

Biehn and Bill Paxton. The 

movie won a lot of 

Academy nominations and 

won the best sound effects 

and Visual effects honorary 

for that year. This turned 

out to be a benchmark and 

the standard for other 

movie makers in this genre 

to look up to in the coming 

decades.

Obviously a lot sequels 

and prequels where made in the forthcoming years for 

the above movies, but none of them got a critical 

acclamation like their originals,

But the same era also witnessed a creative endeavor 

by Spielberg to showcase the aliens as a friendly 

creature who cared for people and children. This was 

a whole new mix of technology, science and human 

emotions for a living being. The movie was called 'ET- 

the Extra Terrestrial'. The movie was cast with young 

Drew Barrymore, Henry Thomas and Peter Coyote on 

the lead. It was nominated for nine academy awards 

and won four that year. 

With the movies listed above, the American Sci-Fi 

spectrum was broadened with a different dimension 

and fictional stories that seamlessly diversified with 

the endless possibilities of innovation and its 

imminent contributions to the future. This included 

Human cloning, time travel, Robotics, dream 

dimensions and what not. Again two directors who 

excelled for the Oscars with their contributions to  

this stream were James Cameron and Steven 

Spielberg, with movies like 'Terminator', 'Terminator -  

Judgment day', 'Back to the future', etc. All these 

movies received a warm welcome on the red carpet 

with the star casts and the movies bagged Oscar 

nominations and awards. It was during the 90's, that 

the term Sci-Fi made its mark as a new Hollywood 

cinematic division. In the later phase of this genre of 

movies, the best known action heroes like Arnold, Sly 

Stallone, Van dame, Vin Diesel and a lot others took 

their resonance to the future film casts by playing a 

lead in one or more science fictions. 

The phase of Sci Fi movies changed by the mid of 

1990's, and headed a new millennium. A whole new 

level of action and adventure was incorporated into 

the realm of this genre. The budget allocation for 

these  movies were widely revised and expanded 

HOLLYWOOD 

swept in 

Aliens and 

Time Capsules
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which at times even lead to a failure to recoup, even 

after doing a great  job at the box office. Once such 

wonder was the movie Water world, which was set in 

water and a time dimension of post apocalyptic days 

where the polar ice cap has melted and water level in 

earth was always above the land. 

This era of pre millennium also witnessed block 

buster Sci-Fi flicks like 'Twelve monkeys', 

'Armageddon' and 'Sixth Sense' which also won a few 

From the movie ‘Aliens’

Steven Speilberg

Academy awards. 'Matrix' was a movie which took this 

genre to a new level of technology and CGI integration 

Graphic visual effects kept the audience thrilled,  

during the entire show. The movie starred Keanu 

Reeves, Laurence Fishburne and Carrie-Anne Moss. 

This new technology took movie making to a new level 

with the extensive use of CGI and green screen to 

portray the significance of each of the elements of a 

movie shot for real and a breath taking movie 

experience.  The movie had its sheer share of 

innovation and relevance as a best in class, which of 

course was franchised and released as a trilogy since 

the millennium. The movies grossed triple the budget 

that was allocated for its production and was 

swarmed with a lot of awards for its graphic support, 

direction and screenplay.

Since the new millennium, the Sci-Fi movie market 

has not only found a niche in action packed adventure 

plot, but perhaps the association of the same with a 

little bit of romance, emotion and outstanding 

screenplays. This turned the Sci-Fi movies not only 

enjoyable for the adrenalin junkies, but also for the 

set of crowds who would like to throw back down on a 

romantic flick. Best paradigm for this one perhaps 

would be 'The eternal sunshine of the spotless mind' 

which bagged the academy award for the best 

screenplay in 2004. The star cast of the movie, Jim 

Carrey, Kate Winslet, Kirsten Dunst and Mark Rufello 

did a wonderful job. The story emphasizes on the 

want for an individual to forget their past, erase the 

unwanted stuff from their memory to live a healthy life 

ahead. But the unfortunate events showcased in the 

movie leaves the audience to decide for whatever 

ending they would like to choose depending whether 

you are a pessimist or an optimist.

Another one of the Sci-Fi romance thriller 

would be 'Solaris', with the leads played by 

Natascha Mcelhone and George Clooney. A 

very sensual and mind manipulating drama 

happening in outer space, that leaves you with 

a desire to be with the one you want and make 

you want to believe in second chances. 

Similarly the time travelling concepts that 

pops in romantic flicks has been well 

exhibited in movies like 'The Lake house', 'The 

time travelers Wife' and 'The Butterfly Effect'.

Even in this decade, the Sci Fi pioneers have 

been playing a pivotal role in contributing 

their share of success and entertainment to 

the audience with movies like 'Minority 

report', 'War of the worlds', 'Avatar 'and more. 

Out of which Avatar was critically acclaimed 

for the extra ordinary graphics, screenplay 

and direction and seems to have won a few 

Academy awards as well. This decade also 

turned out to be a victim of reboot series of various 

comic figures like 'Batman', 'Hulk', 'Spider man', 

'Superman', 'Iron Man', 'X men', 'Thor', followed by 

their sequels and prequels.  The renowned directors 

like Martin Scorsese and Christopher Nolan have also 

made their share of contributions to this genre, with 

movies like 'The Inception', 'The Batman Begins', 

'Dark Night Rises', 'Man of Steel', 'Memento', 'The 

Aviator' and more.

This decade has showcased  a massive boom in the  

Sci-Fi market, in not only encouraging the younger 

generation to enjoy these, but also to help bringing up 

a true spirit of the things, rather than being  a larger 

From the movie ‘Predator’ From the movie ‘The Solaris’ 

James Cameron

than life character. These fictions help its audience to 

dig deep down to see the cause and effect relation of 

the movies, its characters and its story line. The best 

paradigm for this one would be, 'Rise of the planet of 

the Apes', which was actually a prequel to the nineties 

movie 'Planet of the Apes'. But on the other hand it 

was welcomed by all spectators, those who have 

already seen the first version or not. This movie 

looked through every dimension of the screenplay and 

its characters played by different people and even the 

chimps.

The tremendous rise in movies based on Aliens, Time 

travels and Inter galactic fights is a new promise land 

of Hollywood since 2010. This is very evident with the 

Filmosphere
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movies that are being newly aired each week globally. 

At least four out of ten movies released each month 

would be a science fiction. This is exactly why the 

recent flow of Alien,  time travel and future mix 

movies like 'Transformers', 'Pacific Rim', 'Elysium', 

'Battleship' and 'Oblivion' are doing as good as their 

From the movie ‘'Terminator’ From the movie ‘Matrix Reloaded’

numbers rise up on top of the charts.

 After all, people are the creations of their own will 

and fantasy. As long as these fuel the long charades of 

their life, people are always likely to be entertained by 

anything exotic, futuristic and emotional.

Filmosphere
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These movies were among the list of 282 International Projects short listed by the 
Academy. 

All Lights Film Services also offer special services to the creative and talented film makers 
who want to make their dreams successful in the World Film Industry. 

— Identifying Film Festivals and Award Circuits (major And Minor)

— Form Submissions

— Oscar Qualifying / Golden Globe Qualifying runs 2012-2014

— Theater Screening and Coordination

— Advertisement Campaigns

— Press Publicity Campaigns

— Complete Support to Meet  Oscar Eligibility Criteria

— Newsletter and SMS Campaigns

Our Consultancy Services Include:

OSCAR
Submission 
Consultancy

For enquiries : contact@alfilmservices.com   |  Mob: +91 9539 000 509 

Elevating Cinema to the 

Global Spotlight



For sales contact: email: info@biztvnetworks.com

BIZTV NETWORK PRESENTS ’SAINT DRACULA 3D’ WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY RUPESH PAUL PROJECT DESIGNER SOHAN ROY 

PRODUCER ABHINI SOHAN CO-PRODUCER PRABHIRAJ CINEMATOGRAPHER FRANCOIS COPPEY STEREOGRAPHER JULIAN CRIVELI, JEEMON PULLELY 

LINE PRODUCER CHRIS MARTIN  POST-PRODUCTION DIRECTOR JOHNSON IRINGOLE EDITOR AJAY DEVALOKA  COLORIST BIJIN KRISHNA  
LOCATION MANAGER DAVID CHAMBERS MUSIC SREEVALSAN J. MENON LYRICS SHERINE CATHERINE PRODUCTION DESIGNER TOBY RICHES COSTUME DESIGNER NICHOLA PARLE 

MAKEUP ARTIST LUCY GOULDING SOUND RECORDISTS ALAN WATSON, MIKE MORAN SOUND DESIGN & MIXING VINOD P SIVARAM STILLS JOHN GUY DESIGNS ANTONY GEORGE

FOR SALES sms/call
email

: +919539000541
: info@biztvnetworks.com

®

®



 EXECUTIVE PRODUCER D .GEORGE JOHN CO-PRODUCER/PROJECT DESIGNER SOHAN ROY
PRODUCTION HOUSE RPPL EDITOR KISHORE TE, HARSHA DOP SAPAN NARULA 

STUNT DIRECTORS KECHA KHAMPHAKDEE, MICHAEL S RAJ 
CHOREOGRAPHY SAROJ KHAN, SHIVA SHANKAR, VIJAY PRAKASH 

COSTUME DESIGNER NEETA LULLA PRODUCTION CONTROLLER SAGAR THACKER

R

www.kamasutra3d.in

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY RUPESH PAULWRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY RUPESH PAUL

GJ Entertainment        PresentsGJ Entertainment        Presents

Visit RPPL at AFM Suite 331
: info@kamasutra3d.in : +1 315 6888424


